In October again we will organize the TestNet Autumn Event. In order to be able to set up a nice program, we are looking for interesting stories; this can be about technique, professional development, experience (positive/negative), collaboration in the team and/or with other disciplines, innovative ideas, trends. Don’t think too quickly that your ideas and experiences are logical/simple/not presentation worthy. But remember that your story can be fun for others, useful, inspiring or food for thought! We count on your submission!!
Do you have an interesting, appealing and/or inspiring story for a presentation (25 or 45 minutes) or an interactive workshop (1.5 or 3 hours)? Please submit your proposal using the template in **Word format**.

**The deadline for submitting your proposal is September 1st 2024.**

TestNet is looking interesting, non-commercial stories that are fun, useful, inspiring or give food for thought for our members.

The members of the events committee each score all entries individually. Their scores are collected and the total score determines whether or not a presentation is selected.

The program offers room for presentations of 25 or 45 minutes in parallel sessions. Half of the presentations are in the afternoon, the other half in the evening. In addition, workshops are also organized in the morning (180 or 90 minutes). You can submit a proposal for both a presentation and a workshop. Indicate clearly whether you submit a presentation or a workshop. In addition to the presentations and workshops, the events committee will provide interesting keynotes.

Please send your submission to speakers@testnet.org and use the template in Word format. Make sure all sections are filled in.

You will receive a confirmation of your submission, so you know that it has arrived correctly.

Begin **September 2024** the events committee will compose the program and all entrants will be informed whether or not their presentation is part of the program.

TestNet cannot contribute to travel or accommodation costs.

**We look forward to your proposal!**